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The Central American 
Refugee “Surge” and the 
Remedy of Special 
Immigrant Juvenile Status  
REBECCA SCHOLTZ, MID-MINNESOTA LEGAL AID

Outline
Unaccompanied Children in Minnesota
Seeking SIJS Findings in Family Court Proceedings
Common issues and best practices in SIJS filings with USCIS

Unaccompanied 
Children:  Background
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The Numbers
68,541 UCs apprehended by CBP in FY 2014 (October 1, 2013 to 
September 30, 2014)

◦ Compare to much lower previous annual totals

FY 2015 trends
◦ UC apprehensions are down 49% from FY 2014 totals
◦ What caused the decrease?

FY 2016:  59,692 total apprehensions 

Trends for coming months?

Countries of origin:  Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, and Mexico
Source:  CBP.gov

What Caused the Surge?

What Happens to Unaccompanied 
Children Arrested at/near Border?

Apprehended by Department of Homeland Security (usually CBP)

Determination made by DHS if “unaccompanied child”
◦ = under 18 and without parent or legal guardian.  See 6 U.S.C. § 279(g)(2).
◦ If so, special protections apply (see Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008) 

Child processed by DHS
◦ Notice To Appear issued
◦ Child signs paperwork

DHS transfers child to Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) custody. 
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Release from ORR Custody to “Sponsor”
While in custody ORR works to find “sponsor” to release child to 
while s/he goes through removal proceedings

“Sponsor” may be parent, adult relative, adult individual approved 
by child’s parent/guardian, licensed program, or adult/entity 
approved by ORR

Sponsor agrees to provide for child’s needs and ensure that child 
attends immigration proceedings

Unaccompanied Children Released by State (hearings 
are at Minnesota Immigration Court)
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Immigration Court Process
DHS files Notice To Appear (charging document)

Respondent receives Hearing Notice and must appear in court

Respondent must answer to allegations/charges; Immigration Judge determines whether charge 
is sustained

Respondent may apply for relief from removal
◦ Many types of relief from removal; difficult and complicated analysis to determine what relief a person 

might qualify for, and to develop legal claims

No right to appointed counsel in immigration court!  Many children face removal without an 
attorney

“Rocket Dockets” for unaccompanied children since summer 2014
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Children’s Cases at Bloomington 
Immigration Court
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Special Immigrant Juvenile Status –
one form of immigration relief 

available to children
- Eligibility requirements
- Benefits
- Limitations

SIJS – Overview of Process 

SIJS Process
◦ Step 1:  Assess eligibility
◦ Step 2:  The juvenile/family court process
◦ Step 3:  Filing the SIJS Petition (Form I-360)

◦ Once SIJS order obtained in state court, child files SIJS application with help of 
immigration attorney

◦ Step 4:  Filing the Adjustment of Status Application (Form I-485)
◦ * Also – how to seek SIJS while in removal proceedings

Special Immigrant 
Juvenile Status
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Review - SIJS Requirements
Child under 21 and unmarried
State “juvenile court” jurisdiction
State court order making special findings:
◦ 1.  The child’s reunification with one or both parents is not viable due to abuse, 

neglect, abandonment, or a similar basis under state law
◦ 2.  It is not in the child’s best interest to be returned to the home country
◦ 3.  The child has been declared dependent on the juvenile court or committed 

to/placed under the custody of an agency, department, individual, or entity 
appointed by the juvenile court

8 U.S.C. §1101(a)(27)(J); 8 C.F.R. § 204.11

16

Review – SIJS Requirements

Marital Status:  Child must be unmarried when she 
applies and throughout the adjudication process

Age:  Child must be under 21 when she applies, but 
TVPRA changes protect children who turn 21 after 
filing

Continuing juvenile court jurisdiction

“Consent.” 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J)(iii)

Step 1 – Assessing 
Eligibility
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Tips on Screening/Interviewing Children
Keep in mind language, educational, developmental, 
mental health considerations

Confidentiality

Building trust and framing questions

Explaining and checking for understanding

Holistic approach:  make appropriate referrals

Ethical Obligations 

19

Hypothetical Cases
“Julia” – Julia’s mother died when she was a baby, and she 
was raised by her grandparents in El Salvador until she was 
12.  She was then sent to reunify with her father in MN.  
Julia was removed from the home by Child Protection after 
allegations of sexual abuse.  She is currently living in foster 
care.  Julia is 17 and has a 2 year old child.

Is Julia eligible for SIJS?  Why or why not?

Hypothetical Cases
“John.”  John is a 15 year old from Liberia.  He came to the 
U.S. as a small child on a tourist visa, which since expired.  
John was adjudicated delinquent and is currently on 
juvenile court probation.  John lives with his mother – his 
father left the family when he was a small child and John 
has never met him.

Is John eligible for SIJS?  Why or why not?
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Hypothetical Cases
“Ana” – 16-year-old Ana is from Honduras.  She was raised there 
by her mother and father, and decided to come to the United 
States to live with an aunt due to increasingly dangerous 
conditions there.  Ana was arrested by immigration authorities 
at the U.S./Mexico border and eventually released to her aunt in 
Minnesota.  She is in removal proceedings.

Is Ana eligible for SIJS?  Why or why not? Do you need 
additional information?

Step 2 – the 
Juvenile/Family Court 
Process

The Final Product: the Order with SIJS 
Findings 
See handout for tips

Rulings should be under state law, not just cite to INA
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After the Order:  Maintaining SIJS 
Eligibility
Need continued court jurisdiction until the entire application is adjudicated, unless jurisdiction 
ends because of age.

Step 3:  Filing Form I-
360, the SIJS Petition

I-360 SIJS Petition – Basic Components

No fee

Cover letter

G-28

Form I-360 (***New Form as of October 2016***)

Proof of age

SIJS Order

Recommended:  include case summary

Note: once I-360 is filed, child is eligible to apply for Medical Assistance
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Form I-360, Petition for Special 
Immigrant Juvenile Status

Excerpt from page 3
Excerpt from Form I-360, available at uscis.gov

Form I-360, Petition for Special 
Immigrant Juvenile Status

Excerpt from page 3
Excerpt from Form I-360, available at uscis.gov

The I-360 Adjudication Process
Receipt Notice
Interview
◦ What to expect
◦ How to prepare

Decision
Timeline
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Step 4:  Filing for 
Adjustment of Status, 
Form I-485

I-485 Adjustment Application – Basic 
Components
Fee or fee waiver (Note special instructions on Form I-912 re SIJS applicants)

G-28

I-485, application to adjust status

I-765, application for work authorization (code c9)

Form G-325A (biographic form)

4 photos

Civil surgeon medical exam (Form I-693) (**NOTE ON TIMING***)

Copy of ID

Form I-485, Application to Adjust Status
[The first 4 of 18 questions]

Excerpt from page 3, available at uscis.gov
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The Immigration Application Process:  
Assessing Risk and Inadmissibility

***Important that child be carefully screened by experienced immigration attorney***

Youth must understand that a grant of SIJS means they will never be able to petition their 
parents for an immigration benefit.  8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(27)(J)(iii)(I)

For some youth, filing for SIJS could result in deportation
◦ Youth with serious delinquency history, gang involvement, allegations of drug trafficking, etc., need 

careful screening

Some youth may be inadmissible

SIJS Adjustment – Assessing Eligibility 
and Risk
INA 245(h)

Inadmissibility
◦ Exemptions
◦ Waivers
◦ Non-waivable grounds
◦ Delinquency adjudications

Discretionary issues

Jurisdiction – where and when to file the 
I-485
If the child is not in removal proceedings, the I-485 is filed with 
USCIS
◦ Often may be filed concurrently with I-360

◦ Advantages to concurrent filing
◦ Reasons why, in particular cases, concurrent filing may not be possible or desirable

If the child is in removal proceedings:
◦ Immigration Judge has exclusive jurisdiction over adjustment of status 

application.  8 C.F.R. 1245.2
◦ Can either (a) file in immigration court, or (b) seek termination of removal 

proceedings and then file with USCIS.
◦ Filing with USCIS before proceedings terminated?
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Filing SIJS for kids in removal proceedings
How does the immigration court process intersect with the SIJS process?  
“Defensive” SIJS process involves 3 separate adjudicators:
Immigration Judge
◦ Decides motions for continuance, administrative closure, termination
◦ Can adjudicate adjustment of status application

Family/juvenile court judge
◦ Makes SIJS findings

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
◦ Adjudicates SIJS Petition and adjustment of status application (unless 

adjustment filed in court)

Recent Updates and 
Common Issues in SIJS 
Adjudications

Updates
* Centralization

* Perez-Olano Settlement Sunsets in December

* Publication of Policy Manual in November of 2016

* Visa Retrogression

* Post election considerations?
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Update:  Centralization
* Began November 1, 2016

* “Date forward initiative”

* Filing procedures remain the same, but cases are adjudicated at the National Benefits Center

* Interviews at local USCIS office when deemed necessary

* Need to monitor and be prepared to address issues as new adjudicators learn SIJS 
adjudications and review state court orders from all over the United States

Update:  Perez-Olano Sunset
* Perez Olano Settlement Agreement (2010)
◦ Specific Consent Provision
◦ Age-out Protection
◦ Motion to Reopen Provision
◦ Expires December 13, 2016

* 2015 Stipulation
◦ USCIS will not deny or revoke an SIJ petition if the applicant’s valid juvenile 

court order was terminated based solely on age prior to filing the Form I-360
◦ Effective from March 27, 2015, and expires on June 15, 2018. 

* https://www.uscis.gov/laws/legal-settlement-notices/settlement-agreement-perez-olano-et-
al-v-holder-et-al-case-no-cv-05-3604-us-district-court-central-district-california

Update:  Policy Manual on SIJS
Available here: 
https://www.uscis.gov/policymanual/HTML/PolicyManual-Volume6-
PartJ.html

* Published November 2016

* Important to closely read these guidelines, which include specific 
directions regarding the state court order and other eligibility 
requirements
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Update – Visa Retrogression
◦ What is the visa bulletin, and why is it relevant in SIJS adjudications?
◦ The priority date affects when an SIJS applicant, if otherwise eligible, may obtain lawful permanent 

resident status (a green card).
◦ The priority date can also be relevant to whether an SIJS applicant (or a child with an approved SIJS 

Petition) can file his or her application for adjustment of status (and thereby also obtain employment 
authorization)

◦ In May 2016, the Department of State announced that SIJS applications from Guatemala, Honduras, and El 
Salvador had reached the yearly cap, and months later Mexico and India capped out.

◦ Now that the new Fiscal Year (2017) has begun, some SIJS applicants whose cases were awaiting visa 
availability are now eligible for green cards. (for November and December 2016, the priority date for 
children from Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador is July 15, 2015.  For December of 2016, the priority 
date for Mexican applicants moves from “current” to July 15, 2015).

How do you determine the priority date?

How do you determine if an applicant’s 
priority date is current?
Look at Visa Bulletin for current month (online)

Scroll down to the appropriate chart, entitled “FINAL ACTION DATES FOR EMPLOYMENT-BASED
PREFERENCE CASES”

SIJ visas come out of the 4th preference category, so look at the 4th preference row

Find the applicant’s country and determine what the current priority date is

If the applicant’s priority date is on or before that date, or if the date says “C” for current, then 
the applicant is eligible to adjust
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Visa Bulletin - Final Action Date Chart

Excerpt from December 
2016 Visa Bulletin, 
available at 
https://travel.state.gov/c
ontent/visas/en/law-and-
policy/bulletin/2017/visa
-bulletin-for-december-
2016.html

How do you determine if an SIJ applicant 
can file for adjustment with USCIS?
Things to Consider:
◦ Does USCIS have jurisdiction?
◦ Does the child’s priority date affect whether he or she can file at this time?

◦ Consult USCIS website, Adjustment of Status Filing Charts from the Visa 
Bulletin, https://www.uscis.gov/visabulletininfo
◦ This will tell you whether you can only file if the case is current under the Final Action Date Chart from 

the Visa Bulletin, or if you can file when the case is current under the Filing Date Chart from the Visa 
Bulletin

◦ This can change from month to month, so important to monitor closely

Visa Bulletin – Filing Date Chart

Excerpt from December 
2016 Visa Bulletin, 
available at 
https://travel.state.gov/co
ntent/visas/en/law-and-
policy/bulletin/2017/visa-
bulletin-for-december-
2016.html
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What happens to a filed I-485 where no 
visa is currently available?
◦ USCIS has said that they hold these cases in abeyance
◦ They are held in order of priority date
◦ USCIS monitors and will move forward on the file once a visa 

becomes available

Navigating removal proceedings for kids 
subject to visa retrogression

Tips for dealing with visa retrogression
◦ No cap on I-360s.  File as soon as possible to lock in priority date.  

A few days could make a difference
◦ Closely monitor each month’s visa bulletin charts and the USCIS 

guidance on which chart they will be following for purposes of 
filing adjustments.  

◦ Do not have client get medical exam done at the outset (Form I-
693) if from a backlogged country.  These expire after one year and 
will need to be redone.
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Update:  Election
Post election considerations:  how do we talk to clients about uncertainties?

What aspects of the SIJS program could change without legislation?  

Possible legislative changes?

Common Issues in SIJS Adjudications
USCIS may question the sufficiency of the order.

◦ Order that say “one or both parents”
◦ Orders that say “abuse, neglect, or abandonment”
◦ Orders that say “reunification not viable because the parent is deceased” 

rather than using “abuse, neglect, abandonment” language
◦ Insufficient factual basis regarding the non-reunification findings (need 

specific finding as to each parent, along with factual basis) and/or best 
interest finding

◦ Temporary orders
◦ Order cites to immigration law but not to state law
◦ May question non-reunification finding if order grants parenting time

Common Issues in SIJS Adjudications 
(continued)
◦ USCIS may argue that the court was not a “juvenile court,” for example 

declaratory judgment or probate guardianship based on incapacity
◦ USCIS may not recognize non-reunification finding if state court order 

did not identify the parent by name, or if parent is not on the birth 
certificate

◦ USCIS may seek to deny SIJS by suggesting that the custody was sought 
“primarily for an immigration benefit” rather than to protect the child 
from abuse, abandonment, or neglect (consent function)

◦ Where USCIS finds information which contradicts the state court 
findings (e.g. in A file, other immigration records, public records), it may 
question whether the state court made an informed decision
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Other Common Immigration Options for 
Children
Compare/contrast with SIJS

Asylum

U Visa

T Visa

DACA

Questions?

Rebecca Scholtz

Staff Attorney

Mid-Minnesota Legal Aid

rscholtz@mylegalaid.org

(612) 746-3715

CAVEAT
The information provided in this presentation is for limited educational purposes only. It is not 
intended as legal advice.  Immigration law is complex and frequently changing.  Consult with an 
experienced immigration attorney for legal advice.  Also, the hypothetical case scenarios and 
names used in this presentation are fictitious and do not correspond to any real individual.


